Characterizing the effects of amplitude, frequency and limb position on vibration induced movement illusions: Implications in sensory-motor rehabilitation
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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: Strategic vibration of musculotendinous regions of a limb elicits illusionary sensations of movement. As a rehabilitation technique, this ‘kinesthetic illusion’ has demonstrated beneficial results for numerous sensory-motor disorders. However, literature shows little consistency in the vibration parameters or body positioning used, and their effects have yet to be comprehensively investigated.
OBJECTIVE: To characterize the effects of the vibration amplitude, frequency, and limb position on the kinesthetic illusion.
METHODS: Movement illusions were induced in 12 participants’ biceps and triceps. The effect of amplitude (0.1 to 0.5 mm), frequency (70 to 110 Hz), and two limb positions were quantified on the strength of illusion (SOI), range of motion (ROM) and velocity.
RESULTS: Amplitude significantly affected the illusionary SOI, ROM and velocity in the biceps and triceps ($p < 0.05$). Increasing amplitude resulted in an increase of all three output variables. Limb position showed an effect on illusionary velocity in the biceps as well as ROM and velocity in the triceps ($p < 0.05$). Frequency demonstrated no statistical effect.
CONCLUSIONS: Amplitude demonstrated the most profound impact on the kinesthetic illusion in the experimental ranges tested. This work may help guide clinicians and researchers in selecting appropriate vibratory parameters and body positions to consistently elicit and manipulate the kinesthetic illusion.
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1. Introduction

The kinesthetic illusion is a physiological phenomenon by which the introduction of vibration to a musculotendinous region of a limb will induce sensations that the limb is moving although it remains stationary. In fact these sensations can be so strong that participants have reported experiencing joints...
bending beyond physiological limits [1], or experienced illusionary distortion of objects or body parts in contact with the stimulated limb [2]. First published in 1972, Goodwin et al., reported participants experiencing sensations of elbow extension with the introduction of vibration to their distal biceps tendon; and elbow flexion with vibration of the distal triceps tendon [3]. They hypothesized that this phenomenon is a result of the vibrational stimulus exciting muscle spindle receptors. These afferent sensory organs, located in the belly of the muscle, are primarily responsible for detecting changes in muscle length. Most literature reports focusing vibration on the muscle tendon or musculotendinous regions [4,5] as strong vibration of these locations will induce small rapid cyclical changes in muscle length. When introduced at appropriate frequencies, this rapid physical stretching of the muscle produces a powerful excitatory response in muscle spindle activity [6]. Since first being published in 1972, these movement illusions have been incorporated in numerous rehabilitative and research applications.

The kinesthetic illusion elicits sensations of limb movement without dependence on a patient’s motor abilities. This has shown particular utility in research applications and treatment of those affected by neuromuscular disorders. For example, Rinderknecht et al., found that the kinesthetic illusion paired with virtual reality enhances the positive effects of motor imagery therapies in patients with upper limb paralysis following stroke [7]. The aim of their work was to induce and support plastic processes in affected brain regions to promote the ability to perform basic gestures like grasping. They suggest that virtual reality to visualize movement of a patients paralyzed hand, couple with illusionary sensations of movement, may provide a feasible rehabilitative technique for improved hand motor control [7,8]. In children with cerebral palsy, Redon-Zouiteni et al. found that proprioceptive stimulation, through tendon vibration, resulted in improved upper body posture [9]. The kinesthetic illusion has also shown promise in the treatment of patients with spasticity. Krueger-Beck et al. found that the induction of movement illusions in a particular muscle group can reduce the level of involuntary activity [10]. Further applications of the kinesthetic illusion can be found in literature on the research and treatment of those suffering from complex-regional pain syndrome [11], treatment of lower back pain [12] and dystonia or essential tremor [13–16], among others [17–20].

However, the effective use of the kinesthetic illusion in a rehabilitative or research setting is fundamentally dependent on understanding how to introduce vibration such that this phenomenon can be consistently elicited and manipulated. The vibratory stimulus is most often presented to the participants in a sinusoidal waveform, with some exceptions [21–23]. Therefore this stimulus can be defined by two parameters, frequency and amplitude. However, the effects that frequency and amplitude have on experienced movement sensations are not always clear in previous reports. Early research by Roll et al., attempted to evaluate the effect of vibration frequency on the perceived movement velocity. By systematically manipulating frequency, they determined that perceived velocity increased when vibratory frequency was increased from 10 to 70 Hz. A further frequency increase in the range of 80 to 120 Hz resulted in a reduction of perceived velocity [21]. However, this study did not investigate amplitude effects, and allowed amplitude to vary between 0.2 to 0.5 mm. As this variation was not statistically blocked, it may have functioned as a confounding variable in their findings. Regardless, this work has led to the suggestion that 80 Hz produces the “optimal” illusion [5]. Yet, Clark argued that amplitude has a strong influence on the kinesthetic illusion and that decreasing amplitude results in a decreased velocity of the movement illusion [24]. Little follow up research has been conducted to investigate these claims; and arguably, amplitude effects have yet to be studied thoroughly.

As a result, literature shows little consistency in the vibratory values used to achieve the kinesthetic illusion. The original work performed by Goodwin et al. was successful in eliciting movement sensations using a hand held vibrator producing a frequency of 100 Hz and 1 mm amplitude (neutral-to-peak) [3]. Subsequent literature has reported eliciting the kinesthetic illusion with frequencies ranging
Studies not specifically focusing on the effects of low frequency have conducted testing with values as low as 60 Hz [27] and a high as 160 Hz [26]. The second parameter defining sinusoidal vibration is amplitude. In previous literature, this parameter also varies widely ranging from 0.2 mm [21,23,28] to 6 mm [29] (neutral-to-peak); although most often, 0.2 mm through 1 mm (neutral to peak). It may also be noted that, numerous authors neglect to define the vibration amplitude used in their studies [2,22,24,30–33]. As sinusoidal vibration is defined by both frequency and amplitude, it is difficult to state the importance of one variable without fully defining the other. A comprehensive study of the effects of vibratory parameters would require systematic manipulation of both frequency and amplitude. Incorporation of both parameters would allow assessment of individual effects, and would identify if frequency and amplitude interact with each other or hold a co-dependent relationship.

Beyond amplitude and frequency, the experimental setup an investigator or clinician chooses may also impact the perceived movement illusions. It has been shown that the position of a limb and state of muscle relaxation may impact movement sensations. Craske et al. have shown that limb positions which increase stretch in a muscle may make the limb more sensitive to perceptions of movement [1]. McCloskey demonstrated that contraction and fatigue of a muscle reduced perceived movement velocity [34]. It has also been reported that when participants are able to view their stimulated limb they will experience either no illusion or significantly reduced motion and velocity of illusion [35–38]. Furthermore, tactile feedback [39,40] as well as movement of the contralateral arm [37,41] may also reduce illusionary movement sensations.

Given the inconsistency of vibratory parameters found in the literature, it becomes a challenging task for a clinician or researcher to select the optimal vibratory parameters for a given experimental setup, and to fully understand the impact their choices may have on the resulting movement illusions. Therefore, this study aims to more comprehensively investigate the vibratory parameters affecting the kinesthetic illusion. Specifically, the effects of three fundamentally important independent variables: amplitude, frequency, and arm position, are quantified in relation to the strength of illusion (SOI), ROM and perceived velocity of the illusion. Consistent with past literature, it is hypothesized that all three independent variables will affect the kinesthetic illusion. The analysis performed will quantify the degree to which each variable affects the illusion, thereby facilitating future choice of parameters to most consistently elicit and manipulate the kinesthetic illusion.

2. Methods

Twelve able-bodied participants were recruited (9 male, 3 female; mean age: 24 SD 1.7 years). All participants reported right hand dominance, and no current (or previous) neurological or muscular conditions that may affect experimental results. Informed consent was obtained prior to participation; ethics was approved through our institute’s review board.

2.1. Experimental setup

Vibration was introduced to the participants using a hand held [3] voice coil system (VCS1010, Equip-Solutions, Sunnyvale, USA) attached to a flat faced probe tip (1.8 cm diameter) (Fig. 1). The probe tip was depressed perpendicularly into the tissue of each participant with approximately 2.5 to 4 Newtons force as measured by an inline load cell (iLoad Pro, Loadstar Sensors, Fremont, USA). Video and audio footage of participant trials was digitally recorded (Pro9000, Logitech, Morges, Switzerland).
Participants were seated in front of a table with moveable arm supports. The supports were configured to achieve the arm positions described below in the ‘Testing Procedure’ section. Specific care was given to minimize contact of the participants forearm with the table or support structure thus minimizing tactile feedback. Further consideration was given to position the limb such that relaxation of the tested muscle group was promoted. Both factors have been shown to influence the kinesthetic illusion [1,34].

2.2. Testing procedure

Vibration testing was conducted on each participant’s dominant-side (right) biceps and triceps. For each muscle group, the participant’s arm was tested in two elbow joint positions. These positions were selected to induce a state of muscle stretch in one position and relative slack in the next. For the biceps, stretch was achieved by fully extending the elbow and relative slack by positioning the elbow at approximately 90° flexion. For the triceps, stretch and relative slack were achieved by positioning the elbow to approximately 120° and 90° elbow flexion, respectively (Fig. 2). Joint angles were verified using a goniometer prior to testing. The order that each muscle group and position was tested in was selected at random.

2.2.1. Initial testing

Prior to varying the parameters of amplitude and frequency, it was necessary to identify a location, that when vibrated, consistently elicited the kinesthetic illusion.

Before testing, participants were informed that they may experience a variety of sensations and one of these sensations may, or may not be, movement. Specific details such as when one may expect to feel movement, and at which joint or in which direction, were withheld. The participants’ vision was occluded and they were asked to report “any sensations beyond simple vibration”. Vibration with parameters shown effective at eliciting the kinesthetic illusion in prior pilot testing (90 Hz and 0.5 mm amplitude) was systematically introduced to various locations of the participant’s distal musculotendinous tissue. Each location was tested for approximately 20 seconds prior to moving to the next. If after 5 minutes of continuous testing a participant failed to experience movement sensations, they would be provided with the information “some participants report feeling movement in their elbow”. Testing
would then continue for another 5 minutes. If the participant again failed to experience movement illusions, they would be seeded with the information, “participants often report sensations that their elbow is flexing (or extending)”. Testing would then continue till the participant experienced movement illusions or until 10 additional minutes passed at which point testing would be discontinued if no illusion was induced.

Once a participant reported sensations consistent with the kinesthetic illusion, probing of the surrounding tissue was conducted to precisely identify a location most consistently producing a strong kinesthetic sensation. The participant would be asked to compare stimulus locations in close proximity, with the investigator prompting, “Which one gives the strongest sensation of movement, number one or number two?” Vibration would be applied to location one or location two simultaneous with the investigator’s verbal cue. This was continued until a location consistently producing a stronger illusion than the surrounding tissue was identified. The final stimulus location was marked on the participant’s skin with a felt-tipped marker. This initial testing procedure was repeated for each muscle group in each arm position (as described in the experimental setup section).

2.2.2. Vibration parameter testing

To evaluate the effects of amplitude, frequency and muscle stretch (elbow joint position) on the kinesthetic illusion, a full factorial design was used. The manipulated variables, amplitude and frequency were introduced at three levels (0.1, 0.3, 0.5 mm neutral to peak and 70, 90 and 110 Hz, respectively). The third manipulated variable, muscle stretch, was introduced according to the elbow joint positions described in Fig. 2. In total each muscle site would be exposed to 18 unique combinations of amplitude, frequency and joint position. These combinations were randomly presented to each muscle for 20 seconds, at the corresponding location determined in the initial testing.

Following each combination, three output variables were quantified to characterize the induced kinesthetic illusion: strength of illusion (SOI), illusionary range of motion (ROM), and illusionary velocity. SOI was quantified on a 5 point Likert Scale. The participant was prompted, “We want you to describe the realism of the illusion. How strong or convincing was the illusion that your arm was moving?” A score of zero would be assigned to the absence of an illusion, and integers from one to five would represent: Not at all, Slightly, Somewhat, Very, and Extremely, respectively. ROM was quantified by asking the participant to manipulate a two-dimensional sagittal arm model to indicate the range they felt their
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testing time (minutes)</th>
<th>Information provided</th>
<th>Participants first experiencing illusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–5</td>
<td>None (Participants Uninformed)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–10</td>
<td>“Some participants report feeling movement in their elbow;”</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11–15</td>
<td>“Participants often report sensations that their elbow is flexing (or extending).”</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conditions for participants to first experience the kinesthetic illusion, categorized by time interval and the corresponding number of participants to first experience during each interval.

joint moving, and then measuring the angular change in elbow position. Similar memory and recall methods have been used in previous literature [3,21,34]. Finally illusionary velocity was quantified by having the participants manipulate the two dimensional model “at the same velocity they felt their arm moving”. The time duration to complete each movement was taken from digital video footage. Velocity was calculated as the ROM divided by the movement duration.

2.2.3. Data treatment and analysis

To address the possible subjectivity and inter-participant error introduced as a result of manipulating the 2D sagittal model; ROM and velocity results were normalized. For example, the largest ROM value occurring in a specific muscle group of a participant’s would be identified. The remaining ROM values for that participant’s muscle group would then be normalized (divided) by the corresponding maximum ROM value. This procedure was repeated for each muscle group of each participant individually. Therefore ROM and velocity results fell between zero and one. A value of zero represents the absence of an illusion and therefore no motion or no velocity, and one representing the largest value experienced by the participant’s muscle group.

ANOVA s were perform to evaluate the significance of the three manipulate variables (amplitude, frequency, muscle stretch) on SOI, ROM and velocity independently. Correspondingly three ANOVA s were performed for each muscle group. Each ANOVA evaluated both main effects and two-way interactions effects with \( p < 0.05 \) assumed significant.

To characterize the nature of the relationships between significant manipulated variables and corresponding output variables, mean plots were utilized. From the ANOVA results, a mean plot was created for each manipulated variables having a significant effect on one of the measured output variables. Finally correlation matrices were created to quantify the linear-dependence of the three output variables (SOI, ROM, and velocity).

3. Results

The initial testing was performed to identify locations on a participant’s limb, that when vibrated, consistently elicited the kinesthetic illusion. However, it was found that only four of twelve participants were able to experience movement sensations while uninformed of the specifics of the kinesthetic illusion. After five minutes of testing, 8 participants were seeded with further information intending to lead them to experience the illusion. An additional 3 participants described sensations consistent with vibration induced movement illusions following this information. However, five participants still failed to experience the illusion after ten minutes of testing. At this stage, information was provided explicitly describing the kinesthetic illusion. These five participants all described consistent movement sensation shortly thereafter (Table 1).
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>SOI</th>
<th>ROM</th>
<th>Velocity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Bicep results</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main effects</td>
<td>Amplitude</td>
<td>&lt; 0.010*</td>
<td>&lt; 0.010*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>0.700</td>
<td>0.886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction effects</td>
<td>Position/Amplitude</td>
<td>0.648</td>
<td>0.710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Position/Frequency</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amplitude/Frequency</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>0.990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Triceps results</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main effects</td>
<td>Amplitude</td>
<td>&lt; 0.010*</td>
<td>&lt; 0.010*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>0.537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>0.611</td>
<td>0.009*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction effects</td>
<td>Position/Amplitude</td>
<td>0.669</td>
<td>0.535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Position/Frequency</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>0.440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amplitude/Frequency</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td>0.504</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P-values for both main effects and interaction effects shown.* Indicates statistically significant values ($p < 0.05$).

**4. Discussion**

When vibration of certain amplitude and frequency ranges is introduced to musculotendinous regions of a limb, illusionary sensation that the limb is moving may occur. Throughout literature, this kinesthetic...
Fig. 3. Biceps mean plots of significant. Mean values and 95% confidence intervals (CI) for each significant manipulated variable plotted at the levels specified in the vibration parameter testing section above. (a) Strength of illusion as a function of amplitude; (b) Normalized range of motion as a function of amplitude; (c) Normalized velocity as a function of amplitude; (d) Normalized velocity as a function of muscle stretch.

Illusion has been used in the research and rehabilitation of numerous affected populations [7–20]. Early work to understand this illusion suggests that the vibrational parameters amplitude and frequency may affect the velocity and ROM of these illusions [21,24]. However, little agreement exists when characterizing the extent and nature to which frequency and amplitude play a role. Beyond vibration parameters, research suggests that physiological factors such as joint position (or muscle stretch) [1], and visual feedback [35–37], among others [34,37,39–41,41], also play a role. Ultimately, this lack of agreement on vibration parameter effects, and abundance of information addressing physiological confounding factors, may present an obstacle to researchers and clinicians wanting to utilize the kinesthetic illusion in a laboratory or clinic.

With the goal of addressing this limitation, this study examined the effects of manipulating three fundamentally important variables (amplitude, frequency, and limb position) on the illusionary traits SOI, ROM and perceived velocity. It was found that amplitude was the one vibratory parameter that had the most prominent effect on the experience of the kinesthetic illusion.

In prior literature, it is rarely reported if participants were informed of the kinesthetic illusion prior to testing and the duration of time necessary to first experience the illusion. Our data suggests that movement illusions are not necessarily experienced immediately in first time participants. Only 4 out of our 12 participants experienced these sensations during the first 5 minutes of testing in the absence of explicit information describing the kinesthetic illusion (Table 1). There are a few possible explanations for these
Table 3
Output variables correlation coefficients matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SOI</th>
<th>ROM</th>
<th>Velocity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biceps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOI</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.806</td>
<td>0.749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.871</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triceps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOI</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pearson correlation coefficients (R) for the output variables strength of illusion (SOI), range of motion (ROM) and perceived velocity. Table divided by bicep and tricep results.

results. The first is the tonic vibration reflex. This is a natural reflex that results in the contraction of a muscle with sustained vibration [42]. As contraction of the vibrated muscle has been shown to weaken or abolish the kinesthetic illusion [34], it is possible these two physiological phenomena may have competed [3]. Some participants had to be repeatedly asked to relax their vibrated muscle and resist the impulse to contract. Anecdotally some participants demonstrated a higher sensitivity to the tonic vibration reflex and consequently took longer to first experience the kinesthetic illusion. A second explanation may lie in how each participant interpreted the sensations experienced. It was common for participants to have difficulty articulating the sensations or to first describe the sensations as "strange". Although providing these participants with small amounts of information may have lead them to the kinesthetic illusion, this process may have also helped them form a clearer mental imagery of how to interpret the sensations they were experiencing. However, once participants began to experience the kinesthetic illusion, regardless of how much or how little information was initially provided, the subsequent description of illusionary movement and response to altering vibration parameters was very consistent across participants. Therefore, using the kinesthetic illusion in rehabilitative applications may require a degree of participant training, especially in populations with limited sensory capacity. In research applications, investigators must be aware that achieving illusionary movements may require time and a strategy to reveal enough information without biasing results. Regardless of the applications, eliciting the kinesthetic illusion may require more than the simple introduction of vibration to muscles or tendons.

In past studies vibratory frequency has been more often manipulated, and its effects generally more studied, than amplitude. However, from our factorial analysis, we found that amplitude significantly affected the SOI, ROM and perceived velocity of illusions in both the bicep and tricep groups; whereas frequency was found to have no significant effect. This suggests that in the experimental ranges examined (0.1–0.5 mm and 70–110 Hz) amplitude was the vibratory parameter ultimately governing the kinesthetic illusion. According to Roll et al., a decline in perceived velocity should have been present from 80 through 120 Hz [21]. However, our data suggest that the effects of amplitude so greatly outweighed any frequency phenomenon, that it was neither statistically distinguishable nor was it experienced by the participant group.

The amplitude mean plots in both the biceps and triceps show that increasing the amplitude in the range of 0.1 to 0.5 mm resulted in a corresponding increase in all three output variables (SOI, ROM, perceived velocity) (Figs 3 and 4a–c). Therefore, if a researcher or clinician wishes to manipulate the SOI, ROM, or velocity, experienced by an individual, this can be achieved through manipulation of vibrational amplitude. However it must be noted that this relationships can only be expected in the experimental amplitude range (0.1 mm to 0.5 mm). The mean plots did not show signs of ‘levelling-off’ or ‘plateauing’. Therefore it cannot be concluded that the strongest, largest or fastest illusion will
occur at 0.5 mm, as it may occur beyond this amplitude value. Consequently, further work may be warranted to address the amplitude intervals in which the kinesthetic illusion can occur, and values inducing maximum illusions of SOI, ROM or velocity.

The mean plots (Figs 3 and 4) and correlation matrices (Table 3) also illustrated a dependency between output variables. In both the biceps and triceps strong correlation was found between all three outputs (SOI, ROM, Perceived velocity). Ultimately this suggests that these variables cannot be uncoupled and
manipulated independently. For example a clinician or researcher wishing to increase the velocity of movement will achieve this by increasing the amplitude. Inherently this amplitude increase will also increase the amount of movement and strength of illusion the client experiences. As a result of this dependency it does not appear that the illusion can be elicited such that one of the output variables is low while the other remains high. As an example, it would not be possible to elicit a very strong illusion with large ROM, but feel as though it is moving with a slow velocity. The implications of this relationship suggest that researcher or clinician must be willing to achieve a balance of these three variables while designing experiments or therapeutic intervention using the kinesthetic illusion.

In may also be noted that muscle stretch (arm position) was found to have a significant impact on the velocity of illusion in the biceps, as well as ROM and velocity in the triceps. When evaluating their corresponding mean plots, the slope of the muscle stretch graphs is notably less than that of the corresponding amplitude effects graphs (Figs 3 and 4). Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn that amplitude has a more prominent effect on the kinesthetic illusion than that of muscle stretch. However, clinicians and researchers should be aware that altering initial body posture prior to testing may have the potential to influence the experienced illusion.

4.1. Limitations

This study was conducted on able-bodied individuals to understand this kinesthetic illusion as it may apply to rehabilitation and research applications. Therefore the results and analysis performed may not directly extrapolate to the selection of vibratory parameters for populations with sensory motor impairment; the nature of the experienced illusion may vary across injury type and individual. Furthermore this study was conducted within specific experimental ranges (0.1–0.5 mm amplitude, 70–110 Hz Frequency, 2 arm positions). As a result the findings and suggestions discussed are limited to illusionary movements elicited with-in these constraints.
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